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ABSTRACT:Due to a sequence of advance in organic memory technology, introduced completelyinnovativeless cost 

memory technology. These advances are incorporated with foremost versatile material called plastic, polymer is the 

plastic used. Without the protectivecost of silicon, this memory is applicable for setting price manytips of magnitude 

below their inorganic counterparts. This technology has successfully integrated onto versatile plastic substrates which 

are eco-friendly and nontoxic. Anew type of memory is introduced with less cost, high capacity electronic memory 

used for small devices generated by using a plastic material. Fine-tuning the polymer into an insulator comprises 

a permanent change chemically, means the memory cannot be rewritable once can be written, so it suits 

more for permanent memory.Therefore, would solely be and quick and would solely be appropriate for permanent 

storage.  

 

KEYWORDS: Polyethylenedioxythiophene (PEDOT), plastic, OFF (voltage obtain is zero), ON (voltage obtain is 

one). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The latest improvement in the memory was new type of memory which is permanentis designed by using plastic which 

isless costly and quicker than already present memories. Memory includes few amounts of silicon and plasticthat stores 

large amount of data and less cost associate to memories of old silicon used in cell phones, mobile devices and MP3 

players. This is an all organic memory with benefits in speed, storing capacity, production, consumption of energy and 

also the cost. Stacking is the main important pointfor polymer memory. The memory which is thin film is expandable. 

Manufacturers can be able to gain previous unachievable storing capacity.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The concept of how plastic memory is developed, features and working of polymer memory are explained in 

[1].Authors had explained how PEDOT technology used by plastics which uses polymers and also explained about the 

advantages of the polymer memory[2]. In [3] new type of memory, which is using electronic memory with less cost, 

high capacity, used in small devices for memory are explained briefly.Development of scientific procedures and 

investigations based on plastic memories with the recent progress in memory devices in[4]. In [5] Authors in their 

paper explained about developments in theareas of composites, novel recovery triggering, and new application 

developments of memory.Shape-memory polymers shows possible for varied applications, including in the medical 

arena, sensors, and actuators and its usesin [6]. In [7] authorsvhad included in their paper about testing of products in a 

different manner by using the polymer memory. Explained about modeling, mechanisms, structures and applications 

with comprehensive review that participates the accomplishments in reviewing polymer memories[8]. Explained about 

electronic memories build with polymerswhere the material devices are used this technology. A phenomenon of how 

the current is being passed to polymers and its mechanismin [9]. In [10]explained about the plastic deformation on the 

mechanical behavior and their effects in pseudoplastic shape memory and the impact of lastingdistortion, which uses 

plastic.Explained about polymer array on plastic substrates which connects the array with the current, the array can be 

correctly addresses and operated, while maintaining low power consumptionin [11].In [12] author had explained about 

whether the memory will workin a content addressable or associative mode.silk-screening and dealing with 

experimental results. From the related work one can summarize that hoe polymer memories are useful and how they 

had been generated by using the PEDOT technology. 
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III. PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY 

 

An electricity conducts for the polymer as a result of PEDOT, a property that is semiconductor diode to that getting 

used for antistatic coverings. Though, a suitably giant pulse of current changes it for good to a nonconductivestate, 

similar to a fuse. It uses low voltages to conduct electricity, however,functions as a semiconductor at high voltages. the 

fabric may be a mix of a negatively charged compound referred to as PSS- and a positively charged one referred to as 

PEDT+. Having distinct charged elements alter it to conduct electricity and suggests that water soluble. It is unsure 

why it stops conducting once high currents suffer. With using positively -charged PSS- to stabilize it, PED+ 

successively grabs on to an additional negatron and conjointly becomes neutral, changing PEDOT into an insulating 

compound. In this, bits area unit written once a current pass through a compound fuse, inflicting it to blow and alter its 

conduction. This includesPEDOT to be applied with low voltage to alter theconfrontation to the directing material that 

impulses it into a situation of high resistance within which we are able to store the data in a digital form of zeroes and 

ones. A specific fuse will be blown due to large applied voltage. Once a lesser current is later accustomed browse the 

information, a current flows reads a zero, whereas a operating fuse is understood that it is 1 as a result of the storage 

methodology involves a action to the device, it is referred as write once, read many times-technology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Passing Voltage to Polymer using PEDOT 

 

IV. COMPARISION BETWEEN OTHER MEMORIES 

 

 Compact Flash write is ten times lesser than compared to device built with polymer memory of 1GB storage 

for read-write process. 

 Silicon’s requires 1.5-6.5 Billion of transistors where polymer memory requires typically 0.5 million 

transistors for 1GB storage. 

 Compared to silicon based memory it costs about less for manufacture. 

 Silicon memory can be organized only beside each other where organized straight up in products, 3D space 

usage is yielded. 

 Polymer memory consumes less electricity. 

 Data will be maintained in case of power failures.  

 

V. ADVANTAGES OF PLASTIC MEMORY 

 

 Guaranty will be given to maintain a huge amount of information with lowcost by plastic memory, and it is 

expensive in silicon chips utilized by client gadgets as well as cameras, cell phones and transportable music 

players. 

 The memory can read in less time but not rewritable and with less power consumption, this is appropriate for 

permanent storage.  
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 Hackers wouldn't be able to erase their scientific discipline addresses. rather than editing over existing 

information of using PEDOT based solutions, PEDOT would simply produce a static section for incoming 

information. Integrity for information will be ensuredfor documents preserved for long time. 

 Unlike nonvolatile storage found in client devices, the new technology may be written to just once, though it 

may be scan again and again. It acts in this respect sort of a non-rewriteable optical disc. however this new 

memory, that retains information even once there is no power, will not need a power-hungry optical master to 

read or write and guarantees a lot of capability. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

 A grid of circuits comprising in the PEDOT used polymer memory compound fuses. And the voltage will be 

blown to these fuses. 

 When the polymer chainsare under the electric field anunit  will be turned.The several orientation represents 

zero and one. 

 Whencurrent flows, is read as OFF that means a low current had used to read the data, whereas a operating 

fuse is understood as ON. 

 Fuse in work contains information, ONmeansa result of the storage technique. 

 For erasing of Knowledge voltage needed to bigger than the voltage applied for writing. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

A memory is far cheaper and quicker which is generated plastic called polymer than the present semiconducting 

material a circuit was fabricated by Researchers. Polymer memory could be a combination of materials that would 

lower the value and boost the density of electronic memory. This memory is associated with manifold advantages 

because of organic memory system: in rapidity, energy consumption, capability of storage and cost. The memory can't 

be rewritten, however may be scan in no time and with low power consumption. Thus, this might be appropriate just 

for permanent storage. 

So, great amount of information may be place into within the plastic memory. The plastic memory is versatile 

compared to the silicon technology. It's thick same a sheet of paper thus product size victimization polymer memory 

conjointly decreases. the most challenge in developing this memory is that the compound for its cover. 
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